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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations.  They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved.  The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report.  A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper 21 series overview 
The enduring enjoyment of candidates in reading and studying the plays was evident in their answers.  It 
was pleasing to see references to performances of the plays which the candidates had seen, either live 
or as recordings.  Candidates seemed less secure in the new element of the material sources, but even 
here most candidates seemed to be able to analyse the pot and come to reasoned conclusions.  
Candidates should be aware that the focus of study should be the plays themselves, and their historical 
and cultural context.  The material culture element should be studied as part of this context. 
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Section A overview 
Candidates generally showed a sound awareness of the plot and characters of both Sophocles’ Oedipus 
the King and Euripides’ Bacchae, and used their knowledge well in answering the questions.  Knowledge 
of the material culture source was less sound, as evidenced in the answers made by the candidates.  

Question 1 

Most candidates were unaware of the historical context in which the pot was produced. 

 

AfL To answer this type of question, there is no need for candidates to write a 
full sentence.  Time can be saved by writing a one/two-word answer. 
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Question 2  

The majority, but not all, of the candidates identified Antigone or Ismene. 

Question 3 

Quite a few  candidates did not know which scene from the play is shown on the pot.  Many identified the 
figure on the left as Tiresias, rather than the messenger from Corinth.  This hindered their ability to 
specifically discuss the original staging of the play.  
 

 

AfL Candidates would benefit from having a full understanding of who the 
figures on each pot listed in the specification are, and what the scene 
which is depicted shows, as well as an awareness of the historical and 
cultural context in which the pot was produced. 

 

Candidates commented on how useful the pot is in showing general features of Greek tragedy, such as 
the skene in the background and the costumes worn by the characters, but struggled to specifically 
relate these comments to the original staging of Oedipus the King.  Most answers mentioned that the 
usefulness is limited because there is no scene in the play in which Oedipus, Jocasta and their 
daughters are on stage at the same time.  The best answers considered the fragmentary nature of the 
pot.  They also discussed the historical and cultural context of the pot, although there were many very 
good answers which did not.  

An example of this can be seen in the Exemplar 1 below, which looks at both useful features, and 
reasons why the pot may not be useful, using details of the scene depicted. 
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Exemplar 1 
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Misconception Many candidates had a misconception about the ‘three actors rule’.  The 
rule refers to speaking parts, and so the fragment is useful in showing that 
extra non-speaking actors appeared in Greek tragedies, such as Oedipus 
the King, including children (played by boys). 
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Question 4  

The majority of candidates correctly stated that Pentheus was king of Thebes. 

Question 5  

Almost all of the candidates correctly identified Zeus as Dionysus’ father, but quite a few did not know 
who his mother was. 
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Question 6  

Candidates were able to examine the passage and identify different aspects of what impression 
Euripides gives of Dionysus in the passage.  Virtually all candidates stated that Dionysus is shown as 
manipulative, with his control of Pentheus, and cruelty in wishing to humiliate him also being discussed 
in many answers.  More perceptive answers mentioned the deception in Dionysus’ friendly tone at the 
start of the passage, which hides a more sinister purpose.  In virtually all cases, candidates were able to 
use references from the passage to back up their opinion.  Some candidates compared the portrayal of 
Dionysus to that of Pentheus, shifting the focus of their answer away from the specific question asked. 

Exemplar 2 below shows a good analysis of the way that Dionysus is portrayed, with a good conclusion.  
It also shows the way that candidates can be credited for the use of scholarly opinion in every question, 
if used accurately. 

Exemplar 2  
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Question 7 

Virtually all the candidates had no problem in attempting this question.  They defined hamartia as either 
a mistake, or a character flaw, and based their answer on their definition.  Most used the sources, 
especially source B in their answers. 

Candidates looked at how excessive curiosity affected each character – Oedipus in his search for the 
killer of Laius, and subsequent curiosity about his own origins, and Pentheus’ curiosity about the Bacchic 
rites and what the women were doing on the mountain.  In the case of both characters, strong responses 
referred to the warnings they were given to curb their curiosity, especially in the case of Oedipus by 
Tiresias, Jocasta and the Theban shepherd.   

Most candidates also considered a variety of other factors that could be considered to be the hamartia of 
each character, not just curiosity.  These included, in the case of both Oedipus and Pentheus, pride, 
stubbornness and anger.  Both were also considered as hubristic, Oedipus through his refusal to believe 
in the oracles of the gods, and Pentheus for not accepting Dionysus as a god, despite the advice of 
Tiresias and Cadmus.  The use of evidence from the plays varied, with better answers providing a wealth 
of detail to back up each assertion.  More candidates came down on the side of Oedipus’ excessive 
curiosity being his hamartia, although Pentheus also had his backers.  
 

 

AfL Although there is no requirement for candidates to use the sources on the 
paper, it would be beneficial for candidates to refer to them in their answers. 

 

Exemplar 3 has the introduction, a section from the middle, and a conclusion, showing how this 
candidate dealt well with a variety of possible factors in the hamartia of the two characters.  Oedipus was 
dealt with in the same way. 
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Exemplar 3 
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Section B overview 
Candidates generally showed good knowledge of the content of the plays.  They were able to express 
opinions about the questions, and use evidence to back up these opinions.  Better answers used 
scholars and secondary reading to back up their arguments, in many cases disagreeing with the scholar, 
or using conflicting scholarly views.  The most commonly cited scholars included Garvie, Taplin and 
Dover, as well as the introductions to the translations, both Penguin and Cambridge.  Some answers 
were driven by scholars’ opinions, making it difficult to follow the candidate’s own views on the question.  
Question 8 was about twice as popular as Question 9, but Question 9 was answered marginally better.  
Some candidates used a plan for their essay, which tended to help with the organisation of the answer. 

Question 8 

Most candidates looked at aspects of Aristophanes’ Frogs which they considered a modern audience 
would enjoy, and ones which they thought would be too contemporary to be appreciated today.  Better 
answers engaged with the word ‘fully’ in the question.  A number of candidates referred to a production 
of Frogs they had seen, which gave a more personal insight into the play. 

Answers tended to focus on two aspects of the play, the humour, and the contemporary references.  
There was a lot of discussion of the types of humour found in the play, and whether a modern audience 
would find them funny.  Candidates were able to pick out many different types of humour, such as 
scatological, slapstick and parody, but did not always give examples from the text as evidence of these 
types of humour.  More perceptive answers made parallels with modern humour, such as the political 
satire of ‘Mock the Week’ and ‘Have I Got News for You’, or the slapstick found in pantomimes.  Most 
candidates concluded that these types of humour, would be enjoyed by a modern audience. 

Contemporary references  were seen as more of a barrier to a modern audience enjoying the play.  
Comments were made about the lack of knowledge of political figures who were attacked, or events the 
Athenian audience would have been familiar with.  Once again, at times, examples such as Cleisthenes 
or the Battle of Arginusae were not mentioned.  The contest between Aeschylus and Euripides was also 
seen as something a modern audience would struggle to enjoy, lacking the knowledge of the works of 
these authors.  Some candidates did point out that these parodies of their works could still be enjoyed, 
but not fully.  The didactic element, the parabasis and question of how to deal with Alcibiades, was 
another factor many candidates considered would hinder a modern audience’s enjoyment. 

Some candidates also mentioned vases from the material culture element of the specification such as 
the Birds Chorus vase or the pot showing a scene from Women at the Thesmophoria.     

Exemplar 4 shows a plan and the introduction to the essay, showing the candidate’s approach.  There is 
also a section from the middle of the essay, which is a good illustration of using references to the play to 
back up the point being made.  Both extracts are also good examples of the use of scholars within the 
essay. 
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Exemplar 4 
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Question 9 

Candidates were able to engage with the question, looking at the didactic qualities of both tragedy and 
comedy.  Some candidates did dismiss comedy, as all it did was to make the audience laugh, but more 
perceptive responses could see that even some of the jokes would inform the audience, especially 
making fun of leading politicians. 

Candidates distinguished between the way the messages were delivered.  In tragedy, the behaviour and 
fates of the protagonists was seen as delivering warnings to the audience about the more serious and 
moral issues, such as impiety towards the gods, and excessive pride, whereas Comedy concerned itself 
more with contemporary issues, such as the situation in Athens and politics, using jokes and satire.  
There was also discussion of the literary criticism seen in the contest between Aeschylus and Euripides, 
as well as its message that the old ways are better.  Some candidates also saw political messages in 
tragedy, such as support for democracy through  warnings of the results of tyrannical behaviour.  

Better answers looked at the roles of the Chorus in each genre of ancient drama.  In tragedy, often the 
Choral Odes had a lesson for the audience, such as in Oedipus the King they proclaim that ‘Pride breeds 
the tyrant’ and the exodos in both plays.  In Comedy, the role of the parabasis was discussed. 

A few candidates pointed out that Dionysus had gone to the Underworld specifically to bring back a poet 
to instruct the city, and that the quotation in the question came from Aeschylus with regard to writers of 
tragedy.  Occasionally, other plays of Aristophanes, such as Lysistrata and Clouds were mentioned as 
examples of Comedy having a message for its audience. 

Exemplar 5 shows the plan for the essay, and a section discussing Euripides’ Bacchae.  This section is a 
good illustration of the use of one of the sources in the essay, as well as a pot from the material culture 
section and scholarly opinion. 
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Exemplar 5 
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